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The notion of an interrupted control process introduced in the paper 
by Belhnan and Kalaba is a very significant one, since it substantial ly 
enlarges the class of control processes which can be treated by the 
techniques of dynamic programming. 
By applying the principle of optimality, Bellman and Kalaba arrive at 
a functional equation with an implicit structure which, as they observe, 
is different from the usual functional equations of dynamic programming. 
The substance of our remark is that  by using a somewhat different ap- 
proach which is sketched in the sequel, one can reduce the problem of 
finding optimal policy for an interrupted stochastic control process to 
the same problem for a noninterrupted control process having a larger 
number  of states. The simplification, however, is largely conceptual ix 
nature, and we do not claim that  it reduces computat ional  labor. 
More specifically, consider the same type of process as is treated in 
the paper by Bellman and Kalaba, and let p (x t+ l /x t ,  Yt ) ,  t ~- 
0,1, • • • , N - -  1, denote the conditional distribution of xt+i ,t the state at 
time t+ l ,  given xt ,  the state at time t, and yt ,  the input at time t. We 
assume that  both xt and yt range over finite sets, xt = ql ,  " '"  , q~ and 
g, = a l ,  • • " , as,  t -- 0,1, • • • , N. The criterion function, C, is taken 
to be the expected value of a reward function h defined on the states at 
time N;  i.e., C = E{h(x~0}. Furthermore, the probabil ity of nonobser- 
rat ion of xt at time t (t = 0,1, . . .  , N)  is assumed to be a fixed con- 
stant p. 
Let us enlarge the state space of the process by adding to the set of 
states {q~, - . .  , q~}, all states of the form (q~ ; a~,, a~,  . - .  , a~k) 
1 =<_ /c = N- - l ,  i = 1, - - .  , n, where the symbol (q~ ; a ,  , . . .  , a~-k) 
• This issue, pp. 346-349. 
t For simplicity of notation, the same symbol is used to denote a random 
variable and its value. 
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means that  q~ is the last state observed since the inputs a~,  . . .  , c< k 
were appl ied to the system. 
Let =~ denote a var iable ranging over the enlarged state space. We 
shall  refer to "at as the process state, to dist inguish it from the system 
state xt .  In  contrast  to x t ,  which may or may not. be observable, "at is 
an observable variable. 
I t  is evident that  an interrupted stochastic ontrol process in terms 
of the xt is a non interrupted stochastic ontrol process in terms of the 
"a~. Fur thermore,  for any given input, sequence y0, Yl"'" yN-.1, the "a~ 
form a finite Markov  chain in the sense that  
p( 'at+~ ] 'a t ,  y t )  - -  p( 'a,+~ [ 'a t ,  " '" , "no, y t ,  "'" , yo)  (1 )  
The Markov ian  character  of the "a~ implies that  the class of policies 
defined by  the relat ion 
y~ = D~ (=~) , (2 )  
where Dt is a funct ion from the space of process states to the space of 
inputs,  is complete in the sense that  there is no better  pol icy outside of 
this class. 
I t  remains to be shown how the probabi l i ty  d istr ibut ion p ('a~+~ I "at, yt) 
can be obtained from the knowledge of p(x~+~ L x t ,  yt).  Consider first the 
s imple case where "at = q, and "at+t = q j ,  with the input being yt = ~k • 
Clearly, 
Pr{'at+l = q~l "at = q, ,  yt = a~ / = (1 -p )Pr lx t+ l  = q~ I xt = q,', yt = a.~} 
(3) 
with the r ight -hand member  being known. Similar ly,  
Pr{'at+l = (qj ; a j , ,  - - - ,  ozj,,.~) {=, = (q, ; oe,~, . . . ,  o:,,~), g, = ~,,,+,} = p. 
(4) 
For  more general transit ions,  we note that  the condit ional  probab i l i ty  
that  the system is in state q~ at t ime t given that  it is in process state 
"at = (q, ; o<~ , . . .  , oe,~) at t ime t is given by  
Pr{xt = qJ I'at = (q, ;o<~, - . .  , o<~)} = 
Pr/x,  = q, Ix,  ~ = q , ,  y , -a -= ~,, , ' " ,  yt-t  = oe,k} 
= ~2 . . -  ~ Pr /~,_~+,  = q,  !x , _~ = q , ,  v , -~ = ~.1 ' (5 )  
/* v 
Pr lxt  = q, I x,_i = q~, y,_~ = oe,~}, 
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where all the terms on the right are known. 
Then 
= qsl , = ;  11, " ' " ,  y ,  = 
--- ( l - -p )  ~Pr lx t  -- q , ]~t  = (q,;  a~l, "'" , a~k)} (6} 
it 
X Pr{xt+l = q j lx t  = q, ,  Yt = a~+~} 
with Pr{xt = ~ 1 ~t = (q~ ; a~,  . . -  , a~)} being given by (5). 
Thus, in this very straightforward fashion one can determine the 
transition probabilities P(~:t+~l~:t, yt) for the /~t} process from the 
transition probabilities p(xt+~ I xt,  yt) for the {xt} process. Note that 
the Markovian property of the {~t} process expressed by (1) follows 
from (3)- (6)  and the Markovian property of the {xt} process. 
To complete the reduction of the interrupted stochastic ontrol process 
to a noninterrupted stochastic ontrol process it is necessary to extend 
the definition of the function h(xN) to a function h* (~)  defined on the 
process states ~.  Here the underlying assumption is that the reward 
h(xN) is determined by the actual state of the system at time N, but it 
is ~:N and not necessarily x~ that is observable at time N. Under this 
assumption the reward associated with ~ will be the expectation of 
h(x~) with respect o the conditional distribution p(xN I ~N) : 
= h(x ) p(x  (7 )  
XN 
In this way, the problem of interrupted stochastic ontrol of a system 
with state space {q~, --.  , q~} and reward function h(xN) is reduced to 
the conventional problem of noninterrupted stochastic control of a 
system withstatespace[ql,  . . . , q~, (qi ;al), "'" , (q~, a~,  "-. , a~N_~) }
and reward function h* (~)  given by (7). The same technique can be 
employed in cases in which what is observed is not the state xt but an 
output v,, with the defining conditionM distribution being of the form 
p(x~,  vtlxt ,  yt). Furthermore, the possibility of nonobservation of
vt may depend on xt and yt instead of being a constant. Only minor 
modifications in the procedure sketched above are needed to reduce the 
problem of interrupted stochastic control for systems of this more 
general type to a corresponding problem for systems in which the 
process tate is observable at each stage of the process. 
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